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Sr. UX/UI Designer at 
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Clients I’ve worked with:

+91 8483915655 aniketbhadane93@gmail.com aniketbhadane.github.io

Work & Responsibilities Skills and Tools

 Responsible for UX/UI deliverables and activities of the 
projects

 Collaborate with various stakeholders of the project for UX 
Strategy

 Perform User Research, UX assessment and Usability Testing

 Refine & iterate designs based on Customer Feedback.

 Create Information Architecture and User Journeys

 Create low fidelity Wireframes as well as High Fidelity 
Interactive Prototypes

 Create designs for both Web and Mobile platforms

 Usage of Sketch, Figma, Adobe XD, Adobe Illustrator

 Transform legacy application design into Modern design

 Created Style Guides for company wide use

 Consider Responsiveness, Accessibility, Grids and Spacing, 
Typography, Colors

 Experience of HTML5, CSS3, Material, Bootstrap, Javascript, 
Angular

 Carry knowledge of Kubernetes Containers, Google Cloud, Git 
and SVN

 Use of Jira, Crucible, Confluence, Zeplin, Invision tools as part 
of workflow.

 UX/UI Desig
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 User Journey
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 Adobe Illustrato
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 Bootstra
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Experience

Worked for following clients depending on their requirements:

 Created experience for modern web application for Apparel Management
 Interacted with the business to understand the business requirements
 The requirements were conveyed to various stakeholders in the projec - architects, developers, etc
 Various design variations were ideated and shared with the business.
 The received feedback was incorporated in the designs
 Figma was used to create, maintain, collaborate designs within the orgnizatio
 Created designs aas per the various components available in Nike’s Design system
 Create high fidelity wireframes and shared with developers with Inspect feature
 Helped the developers in understanding the structuring of pages considering responsiveness
 Daily scrums were conducted with bi-weekly demos.

 Redesigned Japan divisional web application to assist migration to AEM
 Interacted with the business, developers and other stakeholders so that our understanding and expectations  

were aligned
 Understood details about user journeys and functionalitites from business analyst
 Had discussions with Abbott Design team and understood their Design system.
 The tool chain included Sketch + Craft plugin + Invision DSM
 The design system components were reused, with their styling being updated as per department’s guidelines
 The high fidelity wireframes were shared with the business and feedback was incorportated into the designs
 The high fidelity designs were shared with developers using Invision Cloud with Inspect feature
 Daily scrums used to be conducted weekly demos.

 Added new journeys to web and mobile app fo the organization
 Adobe XD was used to create and maintain wireframes, and Zeplin was used to share the designs with devs
 Interacted with the Business Analyst and the business to understand the requirements
 Understood details of existing user journeys and functionalities from Develoeprs. other UX designers
 New user journeys were shared with business and feedback was incorporated into the designs.

| 2021-05 to Present| Sr. UX/UI Designer

 Created designs for Asset Management system web application to be migrated to Salesforce
 Used Lightning Design System provided by Salesforce
 Created reusable components in Adobe XD by updating the lightning design components based on branding
 Collaborated with Business Analyst and developers to design intuitive solutions
 Azure Devops was used for maintaining user stories and tasks
 The designs were made considering technical feasibilities of Salesforce platform
 High fidelity interactive prototypes were shared with developers.



| 2018-07 to 2021-05| Senior Technical Associate

 Avaya IPOffice is a leading telecom solution targeted towards SMEs, offering various customized Cloud, Premise  
and Hybrid solutions

 Communicated with various stakeholders of the project for UX designs
 Proven Increase in Customer Satisfaction after improvements in designs
 Worked extensively on Organization of Information and User Journey across the application
 Created designs for both Web and Mobile platforms
 Transformed legacy application design into Modern design
 Improved Navigation across the application
 Created Responsive designs for web
 Used Figma for creating, maintaining and collaboration of design
 Jira was used for ticketing of user stories and tasks

 Worked on designing tools framework for Tegra SoC used for autonomous vehicles
 The web application was internally used for tracking the lifecycle of chips
 The requirements were gathered from various stakeholders
 The designs were created based on branding guidelines and technical limitations of KnockoutJS and .Net

| 2015-06 to 2015-09| Tools Development Engineer

Master of Technology (Computer Engineering)

Bachelor of Engineering (Computer Engineering)

| 2016 - 2018

| 2011 - 2015

COEP (College of Engineering Pune)

1st Rank

9.74 CGPA out of 10, Distinction

University of Pune

71.74%, Distinction
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